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Figure 1: Empirical evidence suggests a close link between super-massive black holes (SMBHs) and their host
galaxies. Left: The SMBH mass-velocity dispersion (M � �) relation for galaxies with dynamical mass mea-
surements (figure from Gültekin et al. 2009). The integrated growth of SMBHs correlates with that of their
host galaxy. Right: In many of the most massive galaxies we directly observe SMBHs interacting with the sur-
rounding interstellar or intracluster medium (ICM). The SMBH in the central galaxy of MS 0735.6+7421 hosts
powerful radio jets (pink) that are depositing energy into the ICM (blue) out to a distance of 200 kpc (McNamara
et al. 2008)

SMBHs influences the evolution of their host galaxies. In the most massive galaxies at low redshift,
AGN jets are directly observed to blow bubbles filled with relativistic particles, providing a heat
source that can, in principle, balance the radiative cooling rates of the X-ray emitting gaseous halo
(Fig. 1; for a review see e.g. Fabian 2012). This ‘mechanical feedback’ from AGN is required in
simulations to recover the cut off at the bright end of the galaxy luminosity function (Sijacki et al.
2006).

There are also strong empirical correlations between the masses of SMBHs and the properties
of their host galaxies, such as the mass (Magorrian et al. 1998; Häring & Rix 2004), velocity
dispersion (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Gültekin et al. 2009, Fig. 1) and
luminosity (Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Marconi & Hunt 2003) of the host galaxy bulge. The
global histories of SMBH accretion rates and star-forming activity over cosmic time are remarkably
similar (Silverman et al. 2008; Aird et al. 2010; Merloni & Heinz 2013). These observations
support the idea that the stellar growth of galaxies and the growth of SMBHs is strongly coupled.
However, they may also spring from a non-causal origin (e.g. Peng 2007; Jahnke & Macciò 2011).

Despite these clear links, recent studies have found inconclusive results when directly com-
paring AGN activity and star formation. While high luminosity AGN (> 1046 erg s�1) have been
found to be associated with star-forming galaxies (e.g. Lutz et al. 2008; Bonfield et al. 2011),
the hosts of moderate and lower luminosity AGN are observed to have a wide range of IR and UV
properties (e.g. Silverman et al. 2009; Goulding et al. 2014). These diverse findings have frus-
trated attempts to uncover the processes responsible for triggering AGN and the detailed nature of
the AGN-host galaxy interaction.

Observations of AGN-galaxy properties are further complicated by the varying time-scales for
AGN activity and star formation processes, variability and potential changes in the accretion mode,
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• Ram pressure 
stripping, evaporation, 
starvation, tidal effects 

• Rates of mergers and 
interactions

Depend on:
• Position within 

host cluster
• Mass of host 

cluster
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Incomplete redshifts =
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Incomplete redshifts =
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Cluster AGN rare - 
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Fortunately people enjoy looking at clusters with Chandra!
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Incomplete redshifts =
differential measurements

Cluster AGN rare - 
background dominated

Blessing: Can use X-ray data to characterize environment 
and AGN.

Curse: Diffuse X-ray emission increases background. 
Affects both completeness and purity of AGN sample.

Need large survey but can
leverage cluster self similarity
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Abundant X-ray data!
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CATS Selection
X-ray: 550 clusters

~40,000 point sources 
(27 Ms Chandra Data)

Radio: 183 clusters 
(FIRST survey)
Ashley’s talk

IR and UV: WISE 550 
clusters; Spitzer 320 
clusters; Galex 550

Spectroscopy: 7 
z=0.4, 12 z=0.8, 1 z=2 
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AGN fractions
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able to statistically examine the relative evolution of cluster AGN compared with the field AGN
population. This differential measurement sidesteps the need for expensive optical follow-up and
significantly increases our AGN statistics, allowing us to use essentially every Chandra observation
of a cluster for which a reliable cluster mass estimate and redshift are available.

In detail, we model the number density of X-ray AGN observed, N
obs

, as the sum of the cluster
and field populations for each observation. The field AGN population, N

field

, will be constant,
above a given flux from observation to observation, subject to cosmic variance. The cluster pop-
ulation, N

clus

, is allowed to vary in both amplitude, A, and radial distribution, r� , from the field
luminosity function, at the appropriate redshift and luminosity limit, �(> L, z) (Equ. 1, 2).

N
obs

= N
clus

+N
field

, (1)

where N
obs

(> f, r, z) = AD2

Ar500�(> L, z)(
r

r
500

)� +N
field

(2)

We additionally allow both the amplitude, A, and power-law index, �, of the cluster component
to vary with the cluster mass, M , and cluster redshift, z (Ehlert et al. 2015, Equ. 3).

A ! A
0

(1 + z)⌘(
M

500

1015M�
)⇣ , � ! �

0

+ (1 + z)�z +
M

500

1015M�
�M , (3)

where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the
Chandra point spread function (PSF) and effective area across each field-of-view (we use tech-
niques developed for studies of Chandra deep fields; Xue et al. 2011).

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
!

r

r500

"β

+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
!

M500

1015 M⊙

"ζ

(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm

!

M500

1015 M⊙

"

(5)
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able to statistically examine the relative evolution of cluster AGN compared with the field AGN
population. This differential measurement sidesteps the need for expensive optical follow-up and
significantly increases our AGN statistics, allowing us to use essentially every Chandra observation
of a cluster for which a reliable cluster mass estimate and redshift are available.

In detail, we model the number density of X-ray AGN observed, N
obs

, as the sum of the cluster
and field populations for each observation. The field AGN population, N

field

, will be constant,
above a given flux from observation to observation, subject to cosmic variance. The cluster pop-
ulation, N

clus

, is allowed to vary in both amplitude, A, and radial distribution, r� , from the field
luminosity function, at the appropriate redshift and luminosity limit, �(> L, z) (Equ. 1, 2).

N
obs

= N
clus

+N
field

, (1)

where N
obs

(> f, r, z) / A⇥ �(> L, z)⇥ (
r

r
500

)� +N
field

(2)

where A ! A
0

f(M
500

, z), � ! �
0

g(M
500

, z) (3)

We additionally allow both the amplitude, A, and power-law index, �, of the cluster component
to vary with the cluster mass, M , and cluster redshift, z (Ehlert et al. 2015, Equ. 3).

A ! A
0

(1 + z)⌘(
M

500

1015M�
)⇣ , � ! �

0

+ (1 + z)�z +
M

500

1015M�
�M , (4)

where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the
Chandra point spread function (PSF) and effective area across each field-of-view (we use tech-
niques developed for studies of Chandra deep fields; Xue et al. 2011).

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
!

r

r500

"β

+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
!

M500

1015 M⊙

"ζ

(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm

!

M500

1015 M⊙

"

(5)

Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
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r500

"β

+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
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M500

1015 M⊙
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(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm
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able to statistically examine the relative evolution of cluster AGN compared with the field AGN
population. This differential measurement sidesteps the need for expensive optical follow-up and
significantly increases our AGN statistics, allowing us to use essentially every Chandra observation
of a cluster for which a reliable cluster mass estimate and redshift are available.

In detail, we model the number density of X-ray AGN observed, N
obs

, as the sum of the cluster
and field populations for each observation. The field AGN population, N

field

, will be constant,
above a given flux from observation to observation, subject to cosmic variance. The cluster pop-
ulation, N

clus

, is allowed to vary in both amplitude, A, and radial distribution, r� , from the field
luminosity function, at the appropriate redshift and luminosity limit, �(> L, z) (Equ. 1, 2).

N
obs

= N
clus

+N
field

, (1)

where N
obs

(> f, r, z) / A⇥ �(> L, z)⇥ (
r

r
500

)� +N
field

(2)

where A ! A
0

f(M
500

, z), � ! �
0

g(M
500

, z) (3)

We additionally allow both the amplitude, A, and power-law index, �, of the cluster component
to vary with the cluster mass, M , and cluster redshift, z (Ehlert et al. 2015, Equ. 3).

A ! A
0

(1 + z)⌘(
M

500

1015M�
)⇣ , � ! �

0

+ (1 + z)�z +
M

500

1015M�
�M , (4)

where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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able to statistically examine the relative evolution of cluster AGN compared with the field AGN
population. This differential measurement sidesteps the need for expensive optical follow-up and
significantly increases our AGN statistics, allowing us to use essentially every Chandra observation
of a cluster for which a reliable cluster mass estimate and redshift are available.

In detail, we model the number density of X-ray AGN observed, N
obs

, as the sum of the cluster
and field populations for each observation. The field AGN population, N

field

, will be constant,
above a given flux from observation to observation, subject to cosmic variance. The cluster pop-
ulation, N

clus

, is allowed to vary in both amplitude, A, and radial distribution, r� , from the field
luminosity function, at the appropriate redshift and luminosity limit, �(> L, z) (Equ. 1, 2).

N
obs

= N
clus

+N
field

, (1)

where N
obs

(> f, r, z) = AD2

Ar500�(> L, z)(
r

r
500

)� +N
field

(2)

We additionally allow both the amplitude, A, and power-law index, �, of the cluster component
to vary with the cluster mass, M , and cluster redshift, z (Ehlert et al. 2015, Equ. 3).

A ! A
0

(1 + z)⌘(
M

500

1015M�
)⇣ , � ! �

0

+ (1 + z)�z +
M

500

1015M�
�M , (3)

where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the
Chandra point spread function (PSF) and effective area across each field-of-view (we use tech-
niques developed for studies of Chandra deep fields; Xue et al. 2011).

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
!

r

r500

"β

+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
!

M500

1015 M⊙

"ζ

(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm

!

M500

1015 M⊙

"

(5)

Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
!

r

r500

"β

+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
!

M500

1015 M⊙

"ζ

(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm

!

M500

1015 M⊙

"

(5)

able to statistically examine the relative evolution of cluster AGN compared with the field AGN
population. This differential measurement sidesteps the need for expensive optical follow-up and
significantly increases our AGN statistics, allowing us to use essentially every Chandra observation
of a cluster for which a reliable cluster mass estimate and redshift are available.

In detail, we model the number density of X-ray AGN observed, N
obs

, as the sum of the cluster
and field populations for each observation. The field AGN population, N

field

, will be constant,
above a given flux from observation to observation, subject to cosmic variance. The cluster pop-
ulation, N

clus

, is allowed to vary in both amplitude, A, and radial distribution, r� , from the field
luminosity function, at the appropriate redshift and luminosity limit, �(> L, z) (Equ. 1, 2).

N
obs

= N
clus

+N
field

, (1)

where N
obs

(> f, r, z) / A⇥ �(> L, z)⇥ (
r

r
500

)� +N
field

(2)

where A ! A
0

f(M
500

, z), � ! �
0

g(M
500

, z) (3)

We additionally allow both the amplitude, A, and power-law index, �, of the cluster component
to vary with the cluster mass, M , and cluster redshift, z (Ehlert et al. 2015, Equ. 3).

A ! A
0

(1 + z)⌘(
M

500

1015M�
)⇣ , � ! �

0

+ (1 + z)�z +
M

500

1015M�
�M , (4)

where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the
Chandra point spread function (PSF) and effective area across each field-of-view (we use tech-
niques developed for studies of Chandra deep fields; Xue et al. 2011).

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
!

r

r500

"β

+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
!

M500

1015 M⊙

"ζ

(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm

!

M500

1015 M⊙

"
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Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
!

r

r500

"β

+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
!

M500

1015 M⊙

"ζ

(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm

!

M500

1015 M⊙

"

(5)

able to statistically examine the relative evolution of cluster AGN compared with the field AGN
population. This differential measurement sidesteps the need for expensive optical follow-up and
significantly increases our AGN statistics, allowing us to use essentially every Chandra observation
of a cluster for which a reliable cluster mass estimate and redshift are available.

In detail, we model the number density of X-ray AGN observed, N
obs

, as the sum of the cluster
and field populations for each observation. The field AGN population, N

field

, will be constant,
above a given flux from observation to observation, subject to cosmic variance. The cluster pop-
ulation, N

clus

, is allowed to vary in both amplitude, A, and radial distribution, r� , from the field
luminosity function, at the appropriate redshift and luminosity limit, �(> L, z) (Equ. 1, 2).

N
obs

= N
clus

+N
field

, (1)

where N
obs

(> f, r, z) / A⇥ �(> L, z)⇥ (
r

r
500

)� +N
field

(2)

where A ! A
0

f(M
500

, z), � ! �
0

g(M
500

, z) (3)

We additionally allow both the amplitude, A, and power-law index, �, of the cluster component
to vary with the cluster mass, M , and cluster redshift, z (Ehlert et al. 2015, Equ. 3).

A ! A
0

(1 + z)⌘(
M

500

1015M�
)⇣ , � ! �

0

+ (1 + z)�z +
M

500

1015M�
�M , (4)

where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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Table 4. Input priors on the MCMC runs of our four models. Nearly all of these priors are determined by the measurements of the XLF after converting

published results to our energy band. All of the priors with error bars shown are assumed to be normally distributed, while those without error bars are fixed.

Our priors have error bars a factor of 2 larger than the published values in order to account for any potential systematics that may arise in the energy band

conversion. The only additional prior included in our analysis is for C, the projected density of X-ray AGN in the field as determined by COSMOS, assumed

to be normally distrubuted with a variance of 10%, which is sufficiently large to account for both the statistical fluctuations and cosmic variance in this

measurement.

XLF Priors

Parameter Prior

A0 ( Mpc−3 dex−1) (2.91 ± 0.14) × 10−6

γ1 0.96 ± 0.08

γ2 2.71 ± 0.18

log L⋆ 43.97 ± 0.12

p∗
1

4.78 ± 0.16

p2 −1.5

p3 −6.2

z∗c1
1.86 ± 0.14

z∗c2
3.0

β1 0.84 ± 0.36

log La1
44.61 ± 0.14

log La2
44.00

α1 0.29 ± 0.04

α2 −0.1

C (deg−2) 330 ± 33

free parameter. The posterior probability distributions are typically

non-Gaussian in shape, and often have long asymmetric tails ex-

tending beyond their modes. Our sample provides little to no con-

straint regarding the redshift dependence of the scaling factor (η).

The data are also consistent with a redshift and mass-independent

radial profile for the cluster X-ray AGN. Our most constraining

model for a mass dependent scaling factor constrains the value of

that power-law slope to ζ ∈ [−3.71,−0.60] for its 99% confidence

interval.

While our results provide strong evidence for a ∼ M−1 scaling

relation in the evolution of cluster AGN, that determination in and

of itself does not provide a physical explanation for the observed

data nor offer any context with previous results. One interpretation

of the measured dependence is that it is driven by galaxy mergers.

Using virial arguments, we expect that the galaxy velocity disper-

sion, σ, in clusters will scale with cluster mass as ∼ M1/3. Ad-

ditionally, theoretical calculations suggest that the rate of mergers

between cluster galaxies should scale as ∼ σ−3 (Mamon 1992), or

equivalently ∼ M−1, consistent with the M∼−1.5±0.7 scaling observed

in these data (Model 2).

7 PRELIMINARY SPECTRAL IDENTIFICATION AND

VISUAL CLASSIFICATION OF CLUSTER MEMBER

AGN

We have carried out a preliminary attempt to confirm cluster mem-

ber AGN spectroscopically by searching the NASA/IPAC Extra-

galactic Database (NED) for optical spectroscopic counterparts for

our X-ray point source positions. The search circle around each

X-ray source is 2′′, sufficiently large to account for the expected

positional uncertainties on our X-ray sources. Control tests that

added random offsets to the X-ray source positions suggest that

our expected number of “false positives” (i.e. finding a spectro-

scopic counterpart at the cluster redshift by chance coincidence) is

negligible. Where we find a spectroscopic counterpart to the X-ray

source with a redshift zcp satisfying c|zcluster − zcp| < 5000 km s−1,

we identify that X-ray source to be a spectroscopically confirmed

cluster member. In total, we find that 88 of our X-ray AGN have

spectroscopic counterparts within 2′′ of the source position.

We then searched the Hubble archive for images at each of

these source positions made with either the ACS or WFC3 cam-

eras. The Hubble images were registered to the Chandra images

and cleaned of cosmic rays using the Laplacian edge detection al-

gorithm of van Dokkum (2001). After these steps, 23 of the X-ray

AGN had Hubble images deemed suitable for a preliminary visual

classification of their morphologies.

Source catalogs for each Hubble field were produced using

SEXTRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in a single filter. For each

X-ray AGN we selected three control galaxies with similar optical

magnitudes and clustercentric distances to the X-ray AGN. We then

produced postage stamp images of the 5′′ radius surrounding each

galaxy in both the AGN and control sample, utilizing up to three

filters of imaging data for each galaxy when available. The postage

stamp Hubble images for all 23 X-ray AGN can be found in Figure

8. Information about the filters and source positions are given in

Table 6.

Galaxy morphologies were determined visually to fall into one

of the following classes: 1) Disturbed galaxies which have clear

signatures of disruptions from mergers such as tidal tails; 2) Undis-

turbed galaxies with no apparent disruptions; 3) Nearby Neigh-

bor galaxies which, while not having evidence for major disrup-

tions, are sufficiently near to other galaxies to suggest an imminent

merger; 4) Stellar galaxies whose morphologies could not be dis-

tinguished from a point source; or 5) Empty images where the host

of the X-ray point source could not be determined. All of the co-

authors except authors SE, RC, and AvdL did the morphology clas-

sification on all 92 galaxies. None of the participating co-authors

knew which of the galaxies were the hosts of the X-ray AGN and

which were control galaxies in advance. We then determined the

fraction of galaxies within each of these morphological classes for

both the normal galaxies and X-ray AGN.

Table 4. Input priors on the MCMC runs of our four models. Nearly all of these priors are determined by the measurements of the XLF after converting

published results to our energy band. All of the priors with error bars shown are assumed to be normally distributed, while those without error bars are fixed.

Our priors have error bars a factor of 2 larger than the published values in order to account for any potential systematics that may arise in the energy band

conversion. The only additional prior included in our analysis is for C, the projected density of X-ray AGN in the field as determined by COSMOS, assumed

to be normally distrubuted with a variance of 10%, which is sufficiently large to account for both the statistical fluctuations and cosmic variance in this

measurement.

XLF Priors

Parameter Prior

A0 ( Mpc−3 dex−1) (2.91 ± 0.14) × 10−6

γ1 0.96 ± 0.08

γ2 2.71 ± 0.18

log L⋆ 43.97 ± 0.12

p∗
1

4.78 ± 0.16

p2 −1.5

p3 −6.2

z∗c1
1.86 ± 0.14

z∗c2
3.0

β1 0.84 ± 0.36

log La1
44.61 ± 0.14

log La2
44.00

α1 0.29 ± 0.04

α2 −0.1

C (deg−2) 330 ± 33

free parameter. The posterior probability distributions are typically

non-Gaussian in shape, and often have long asymmetric tails ex-

tending beyond their modes. Our sample provides little to no con-

straint regarding the redshift dependence of the scaling factor (η).

The data are also consistent with a redshift and mass-independent

radial profile for the cluster X-ray AGN. Our most constraining

model for a mass dependent scaling factor constrains the value of

that power-law slope to ζ ∈ [−3.71,−0.60] for its 99% confidence

interval.

While our results provide strong evidence for a ∼ M−1 scaling

relation in the evolution of cluster AGN, that determination in and

of itself does not provide a physical explanation for the observed

data nor offer any context with previous results. One interpretation

of the measured dependence is that it is driven by galaxy mergers.

Using virial arguments, we expect that the galaxy velocity disper-

sion, σ, in clusters will scale with cluster mass as ∼ M1/3. Ad-

ditionally, theoretical calculations suggest that the rate of mergers

between cluster galaxies should scale as ∼ σ−3 (Mamon 1992), or

equivalently ∼ M−1, consistent with the M∼−1.5±0.7 scaling observed

in these data (Model 2).

7 PRELIMINARY SPECTRAL IDENTIFICATION AND

VISUAL CLASSIFICATION OF CLUSTER MEMBER

AGN

We have carried out a preliminary attempt to confirm cluster mem-

ber AGN spectroscopically by searching the NASA/IPAC Extra-

galactic Database (NED) for optical spectroscopic counterparts for

our X-ray point source positions. The search circle around each

X-ray source is 2′′, sufficiently large to account for the expected

positional uncertainties on our X-ray sources. Control tests that

added random offsets to the X-ray source positions suggest that

our expected number of “false positives” (i.e. finding a spectro-

scopic counterpart at the cluster redshift by chance coincidence) is

negligible. Where we find a spectroscopic counterpart to the X-ray

source with a redshift zcp satisfying c|zcluster − zcp| < 5000 km s−1,

we identify that X-ray source to be a spectroscopically confirmed

cluster member. In total, we find that 88 of our X-ray AGN have

spectroscopic counterparts within 2′′ of the source position.

We then searched the Hubble archive for images at each of

these source positions made with either the ACS or WFC3 cam-

eras. The Hubble images were registered to the Chandra images

and cleaned of cosmic rays using the Laplacian edge detection al-

gorithm of van Dokkum (2001). After these steps, 23 of the X-ray

AGN had Hubble images deemed suitable for a preliminary visual

classification of their morphologies.

Source catalogs for each Hubble field were produced using

SEXTRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in a single filter. For each

X-ray AGN we selected three control galaxies with similar optical

magnitudes and clustercentric distances to the X-ray AGN. We then

produced postage stamp images of the 5′′ radius surrounding each

galaxy in both the AGN and control sample, utilizing up to three

filters of imaging data for each galaxy when available. The postage

stamp Hubble images for all 23 X-ray AGN can be found in Figure

8. Information about the filters and source positions are given in

Table 6.

Galaxy morphologies were determined visually to fall into one

of the following classes: 1) Disturbed galaxies which have clear

signatures of disruptions from mergers such as tidal tails; 2) Undis-

turbed galaxies with no apparent disruptions; 3) Nearby Neigh-

bor galaxies which, while not having evidence for major disrup-

tions, are sufficiently near to other galaxies to suggest an imminent

merger; 4) Stellar galaxies whose morphologies could not be dis-

tinguished from a point source; or 5) Empty images where the host

of the X-ray point source could not be determined. All of the co-

authors except authors SE, RC, and AvdL did the morphology clas-

sification on all 92 galaxies. None of the participating co-authors

knew which of the galaxies were the hosts of the X-ray AGN and

which were control galaxies in advance. We then determined the

fraction of galaxies within each of these morphological classes for

both the normal galaxies and X-ray AGN.

Ehlert et al. 2015 (135 clusters)

Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
!

r

r500

"β

+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
!

M500

1015 M⊙

"ζ

(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm

!

M500

1015 M⊙

"

(5)

able to statistically examine the relative evolution of cluster AGN compared with the field AGN
population. This differential measurement sidesteps the need for expensive optical follow-up and
significantly increases our AGN statistics, allowing us to use essentially every Chandra observation
of a cluster for which a reliable cluster mass estimate and redshift are available.

In detail, we model the number density of X-ray AGN observed, N
obs

, as the sum of the cluster
and field populations for each observation. The field AGN population, N

field

, will be constant,
above a given flux from observation to observation, subject to cosmic variance. The cluster pop-
ulation, N

clus

, is allowed to vary in both amplitude, A, and radial distribution, r� , from the field
luminosity function, at the appropriate redshift and luminosity limit, �(> L, z) (Equ. 1, 2).

N
obs

= N
clus

+N
field

, (1)

where N
obs

(> f, r, z) / A⇥ �(> L, z)⇥ (
r

r
500

)� +N
field

(2)

where A ! A
0

f(M
500

, z), � ! �
0

g(M
500

, z) (3)

We additionally allow both the amplitude, A, and power-law index, �, of the cluster component
to vary with the cluster mass, M , and cluster redshift, z (Ehlert et al. 2015, Equ. 3).

A ! A
0

(1 + z)⌘(
M

500

1015M�
)⇣ , � ! �

0

+ (1 + z)�z +
M

500

1015M�
�M , (4)

where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7. Posterior confidence intervals for model parameters. Top: The 1-dimensional posterior probability distribution for ζ in Model 2, where ζ is the

only model parameter that is not fixed to its null value of 0. The null hypothesis of ζ = 0 (denoted by the dashed vertical line) can be rejected at > 99.9%

confidence. Bottom Left: The two-dimensional confidence contours (68.3% & 95.4%) for Model 2, where ζ and βm are both free parameters. The null

hypotheses of βm, ζ = 0 are denoted by the dashed lines. This model provides a consistent value for ζ as Model 2 and demonstrates that the mass dependence

of Model 2 is inconsistent with arising from a mass-dependence in the spatial distribution of the cluster AGN. Bottom Right: The two-dimensional confidence

contours (68.3% & 95.4%) for Model 3, where ζ and η are free parameters. The null hypotheses of η, ζ = 0 are denoted by the dashed lines. This model

provides a consistent value for ζ as Models 1 and 2 and demonstrates that the mass dependent scaling factor we observe is inconsistent with a model with a

redshift dependence beyond the expected field evolution.

X-ray AGN we selected three control galaxies with similar optical

magnitudes and clustercentric distances to the X-ray AGN. We then

produced postage stamp images of the 5′′ radius surrounding each

galaxy in both the AGN and control sample, utilizing up to three

filters of imaging data for each galaxy when available. The postage

stamp Hubble images for all 23 X-ray AGN can be found in Figure

8. Information about the filters and source positions are given in

Table 5.

Galaxy morphologies were determined visually to fall into one

of the following classes: 1) Disturbed galaxies which have clear

signatures of disruptions from mergers such as tidal tails; 2) Undis-

turbed galaxies with no apparent disruptions; 3) Nearby Neigh-

bor galaxies which, while not having evidence for major disrup-

tions, are sufficiently near to other galaxies to suggest an imminent

merger; 4) Stellar galaxies whose morphologies could not be dis-

tinguished from a point source; or 5) Empty images where the host

No evolution beyond the field X-ray AGN population with redshift. 
No radial variation. But…

Einstein Symposium 
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SPT clusters

Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
!

r

r500

"β

+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
!

M500

1015 M⊙

"ζ

(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm

!

M500

1015 M⊙

"

(5)

able to statistically examine the relative evolution of cluster AGN compared with the field AGN
population. This differential measurement sidesteps the need for expensive optical follow-up and
significantly increases our AGN statistics, allowing us to use essentially every Chandra observation
of a cluster for which a reliable cluster mass estimate and redshift are available.

In detail, we model the number density of X-ray AGN observed, N
obs

, as the sum of the cluster
and field populations for each observation. The field AGN population, N

field

, will be constant,
above a given flux from observation to observation, subject to cosmic variance. The cluster pop-
ulation, N

clus

, is allowed to vary in both amplitude, A, and radial distribution, r� , from the field
luminosity function, at the appropriate redshift and luminosity limit, �(> L, z) (Equ. 1, 2).

N
obs

= N
clus

+N
field

, (1)

where N
obs

(> f, r, z) / A⇥ �(> L, z)⇥ (
r

r
500

)� +N
field

(2)

where A ! A
0

f(M
500

, z), � ! �
0

g(M
500

, z) (3)

We additionally allow both the amplitude, A, and power-law index, �, of the cluster component
to vary with the cluster mass, M , and cluster redshift, z (Ehlert et al. 2015, Equ. 3).

A ! A
0

(1 + z)⌘(
M

500

1015M�
)⇣ , � ! �

0

+ (1 + z)�z +
M

500

1015M�
�M , (4)

where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7. Posterior confidence intervals for model parameters. Top: The 1-dimensional posterior probability distribution for ζ in Model 2, where ζ is the

only model parameter that is not fixed to its null value of 0. The null hypothesis of ζ = 0 (denoted by the dashed vertical line) can be rejected at > 99.9%

confidence. Bottom Left: The two-dimensional confidence contours (68.3% & 95.4%) for Model 2, where ζ and βm are both free parameters. The null

hypotheses of βm, ζ = 0 are denoted by the dashed lines. This model provides a consistent value for ζ as Model 2 and demonstrates that the mass dependence

of Model 2 is inconsistent with arising from a mass-dependence in the spatial distribution of the cluster AGN. Bottom Right: The two-dimensional confidence

contours (68.3% & 95.4%) for Model 3, where ζ and η are free parameters. The null hypotheses of η, ζ = 0 are denoted by the dashed lines. This model

provides a consistent value for ζ as Models 1 and 2 and demonstrates that the mass dependent scaling factor we observe is inconsistent with a model with a

redshift dependence beyond the expected field evolution.

X-ray AGN we selected three control galaxies with similar optical

magnitudes and clustercentric distances to the X-ray AGN. We then

produced postage stamp images of the 5′′ radius surrounding each

galaxy in both the AGN and control sample, utilizing up to three

filters of imaging data for each galaxy when available. The postage

stamp Hubble images for all 23 X-ray AGN can be found in Figure

8. Information about the filters and source positions are given in

Table 5.

Galaxy morphologies were determined visually to fall into one

of the following classes: 1) Disturbed galaxies which have clear

signatures of disruptions from mergers such as tidal tails; 2) Undis-

turbed galaxies with no apparent disruptions; 3) Nearby Neigh-

bor galaxies which, while not having evidence for major disrup-

tions, are sufficiently near to other galaxies to suggest an imminent

merger; 4) Stellar galaxies whose morphologies could not be dis-

tinguished from a point source; or 5) Empty images where the host
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Virgo1. X-ray AGN selection can easily vary with cluster 
parameters.

2. Mass and redshift degeneracies (and others) complicate 
our conclusions about environmental quenching.

3. PRELIMINARY: Initial results consistent with no 
evolution beyond that of the field population but 
evidence for a variation in number density with cluster 
mass
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How well will Lynx do?

Assuming:
• Same exposure as current model results 

(6.3 Ms)
• 10 ks exposure per cluster (630 clusters)
• Flux limit of 

(conservative)
• Cluster                     and 

Current constraints
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Virgo

Factor of ~10 better constraints!

Lynx constraints
Current constraints

Real strength is pushing to high z, low 
mass clusters

How well will Lynx do?

Assuming:
• Same exposure as current model results 

(6.3 Ms)
• 10 ks exposure per cluster (630 clusters)
• Flux limit of 

(conservative)
• Cluster                     and 
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Detecting Black Holes

23 X-ray Surveyor Workshop - 2015

X-rays can penetrate to 
columns of NH ~ 1024 cm-2 

Cosmic X-ray surveys of distant active galaxies 3
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Fig. 1 Upper limit at 90% confidence on the fraction of Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS;
red curve) and SDSS+Bright Quasar Survey (BQS; blue curve) radio-quiet quasars that are
X-ray weak by a given factor. The factor of X-ray weakness is computed relative to expec-
tations based on optical/UV luminosity (see Section 4.2), where a value of unity represents
the average quasar. Broad Absorption Line quasars, which are known often to have heavy
X-ray absorption, have been excluded when making this plot. Note that quasars that are
X-ray weak by a factor of 10 represent <

⇠ 3% of the population. Adapted from Gibson et al
(2008).

liably (in a regime where optical/UV luminosity indicators are generally
unreliable). Only in the highly Compton-thick regime (NH � 1/�T, corre-
sponding to NH � 1.5⇥ 1024 cm�2) does direct transmission become im-
possible, but here one can still investigate the (much fainter) X-rays that
are reflected or scattered around the absorber (e.g., Comastri 2004; Geor-
gantopoulos 2013). An additional relevant advantage of X-ray studies is
that, as one studies objects at increasing redshift in a fixed observed-frame
band, one gains access to increasingly penetrating rest-frame emission (i.e.,
higher rest-frame energies are probed); note the opposite generally applies
in the optical and UV bandpasses where dust-reddening e↵ects increase
toward shorter wavelengths (e.g., Cardelli et al 1989).

3. X-rays have low dilution by host-galaxy starlight (i.e., emission at any
wavelength associated with stellar processes). AGNs generally have much
higher ratios of LX/LOpt and thus fX/fOpt than stars (e.g., Maccacaro et al
1988). Thus, X-rays provide excellent contrast between SMBH accretion

Gibson et al. 2008; Brandt & Alexander 201516 W.N. Brandt, D.M. Alexander

Fig. 6 Cumulative number counts for the 4 Ms CDF-S in the (a) 0.5–2 keV and (b) 2–8 keV
bands. The total number counts (black) have been apportioned by source class, as labeled,
into AGNs (blue), galaxies (red), and stars (green). The bottom portions of each panel
show the fractional contributions of each source class to the cumulative number counts.
Note that AGNs remain the numerically dominant source population down to faint fluxes,
although at still-fainter 0.5–2 keV fluxes galaxies will become numerically dominant. The
AGN number counts reach ⇡ 14, 900 deg�2 at the faintest 0.5–2 keV fluxes, and this is the
highest sky density of reliably identified AGNs found at any wavelength. Taken from Lehmer
et al (2012).

dra) and optical/NIR (e.g., HST ) imaging are available (e.g., Lehmer et al
2006).

Some of these methods have a long history (e.g., Maccacaro et al 1988 for
method 3) while others have been developed/refined more recently. A few in-
depth applications of these methods include Alexander et al (2005a), Brusa
et al (2010), Laird et al (2010), Xue et al (2011), Lehmer et al (2012), Civano
et al (2012), and Wang et al (2013). Note that some of these methods rely
upon having fairly precise redshift information available while others depend
much less upon redshift; AGN samples can often be selected reasonably well
using methods 3–6 together prior to redshift determination. AGNs are gen-
erally found to make up 75–95% of the sources by number in current X-ray
surveys, with their percentage contribution dropping with survey depth as
many starburst/normal galaxies are detected at faint fluxes (primarily at low
X-ray energies). The precise fractional contribution from AGNs as a function
of survey depth has been quantified in number counts apportioned by source
type (see Fig. 6; e.g., Bauer et al 2004; Civano et al 2012; Lehmer et al 2012).

In addition to the approaches above relying upon the direct use of X-ray
data, approaches relying upon independent multiwavelength data can also be

16 W.N. Brandt, D.M. Alexander

Fig. 6 Cumulative number counts for the 4 Ms CDF-S in the (a) 0.5–2 keV and (b) 2–8 keV
bands. The total number counts (black) have been apportioned by source class, as labeled,
into AGNs (blue), galaxies (red), and stars (green). The bottom portions of each panel
show the fractional contributions of each source class to the cumulative number counts.
Note that AGNs remain the numerically dominant source population down to faint fluxes,
although at still-fainter 0.5–2 keV fluxes galaxies will become numerically dominant. The
AGN number counts reach ⇡ 14, 900 deg�2 at the faintest 0.5–2 keV fluxes, and this is the
highest sky density of reliably identified AGNs found at any wavelength. Taken from Lehmer
et al (2012).

dra) and optical/NIR (e.g., HST ) imaging are available (e.g., Lehmer et al
2006).

Some of these methods have a long history (e.g., Maccacaro et al 1988 for
method 3) while others have been developed/refined more recently. A few in-
depth applications of these methods include Alexander et al (2005a), Brusa
et al (2010), Laird et al (2010), Xue et al (2011), Lehmer et al (2012), Civano
et al (2012), and Wang et al (2013). Note that some of these methods rely
upon having fairly precise redshift information available while others depend
much less upon redshift; AGN samples can often be selected reasonably well
using methods 3–6 together prior to redshift determination. AGNs are gen-
erally found to make up 75–95% of the sources by number in current X-ray
surveys, with their percentage contribution dropping with survey depth as
many starburst/normal galaxies are detected at faint fluxes (primarily at low
X-ray energies). The precise fractional contribution from AGNs as a function
of survey depth has been quantified in number counts apportioned by source
type (see Fig. 6; e.g., Bauer et al 2004; Civano et al 2012; Lehmer et al 2012).

In addition to the approaches above relying upon the direct use of X-ray
data, approaches relying upon independent multiwavelength data can also be

Lehmer et al. 2012
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able to statistically examine the relative evolution of cluster AGN compared with the field AGN
population. This differential measurement sidesteps the need for expensive optical follow-up and
significantly increases our AGN statistics, allowing us to use essentially every Chandra observation
of a cluster for which a reliable cluster mass estimate and redshift are available.

In detail, we model the number density of X-ray AGN observed, N
obs

, as the sum of the cluster
and field populations for each observation. The field AGN population, N

field

, will be constant,
above a given flux from observation to observation, subject to cosmic variance. The cluster pop-
ulation, N

clus

, is allowed to vary in both amplitude, A, and radial distribution, r� , from the field
luminosity function, at the appropriate redshift and luminosity limit, �(> L, z) (Equ. 1, 2).

N
obs

= N
clus

+N
field

, (1)

where N
obs

(> f, r, z) = AD2

Ar500�(> L, z)(
r

r
500

)� +N
field

(2)

We additionally allow both the amplitude, A, and power-law index, �, of the cluster component
to vary with the cluster mass, M , and cluster redshift, z (Ehlert et al. 2015, Equ. 3).

A ! A
0

(1 + z)⌘(
M

500

1015M�
)⇣ , � ! �

0

+ (1 + z)�z +
M

500

1015M�
�M , (3)

where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the
Chandra point spread function (PSF) and effective area across each field-of-view (we use tech-
niques developed for studies of Chandra deep fields; Xue et al. 2011).

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
!

r

r500

"β

+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
!

M500

1015 M⊙

"ζ

(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm
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M500

1015 M⊙

"
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Table 2. Continued

Cluster Name Nsoft/Nhard/Nfull/Nany Flux Limit

MACS J1427.2+4407 72/61/93/95 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J1311.0-0310 135/113/168/177 1.00/3.98/2.82

CL J1002+6858 41/39/57/62 1.58/6.31/4.47

RX J003033.2+261819 47/32/57/60 1.78/7.08/5.01

MACS J2214.9-1359 79/58/99/104 1.12/4.47/3.16

MACS J0911.2+1746 71/49/81/88 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J0257.1-2325 78/56/95/106 1.26/5.01/3.55

V1525+0958 71/52/87/94 1.00/3.16/2.51

CL J1357+6232 70/61/93/97 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0454.1-0300a 66/45/75/85 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J1423.8+2404a 103/83/121/127 1.41/7.08/4.47

MACS J1149.5+2223 80/65/99/107 2.24/7.94/6.31

MACS J0717.5+3745 127/92/141/156 1.00/3.98/2.82

MS0015.9+1609 90/78/109/116 0.63/2.51/1.78

V1121+2327 108/90/131/135 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0216-1747 98/74/114/123 0.89/5.01/3.55

MACS J0025.4-1222 142/111/168/182 0.89/4.47/2.82

CL J0956+4107 90/65/112/118 1.00/3.98/2.82

MACS J2129.4-0741 85/67/101/106 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL0328-2140 71/66/95/100 0.89/3.55/2.51

MACS J0647.7+7015 68/50/89/91 1.12/4.47/3.16

CL J1120+4318 56/38/70/74 1.58/6.31/4.47

CL J1334+5031 49/45/70/70 2.00/7.08/5.01

CL J0542.8-4100 113/72/127/136 0.89/3.16/2.24

CL J1202+5751 77/72/102/108 0.79/3.16/2.24

CL J0405-4100 82/68/101/112 1.26/5.62/3.98

MACS J0744.8+3927 104/95/130/139 0.71/3.16/2.24

V1221+4918 103/95/139/149 0.63/2.51/1.78

CL J0152.7-1357 95/65/116/121 1.12/3.98/2.82

CL J1226.9+3332a 109/84/128/131 1.00/4.47/3.55

Using this same luminosity limit, we also determined the co-

moving number density of cluster member X-ray AGN within 2r500

in each of our 135 galaxy clusters in Figure 6 after statistical field

subtraction. Similar to what we find with our MCMC analysis, this

figure suggests that lower mass clusters tend to host, on average,

higher number densities of AGN than higher mass clusters.

5 TESTING MASS AND REDSHIFT DEPENDENT

MODELS

Such a large and well-characterized sample allows us to measure

the specific evolution of cluster AGN versus that in the field. To

this end, we utilize a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) anal-

ysis procedure to determine posterior probability distributions for

parameters in a redshift, luminosity, and cluster mass dependent

model for the projected point source density profile. We confront

our model with the data from each of the 135 galaxy clusters,

marginalizing over uncertainties in the expected evolution of X-ray

AGN in the field and the density of background sources expected

in our survey.6 More specifically, our model assumes that the pro-

jected number density of cluster sources (in units of deg−2) above a

given flux limit f , at a redshift z and projected distance r from the

center of a cluster of mass M500, is proportional to the co-moving

6 By background sources, we mean X-ray point sources coincident with

the cluster along the line of sight that are not at the cluster redshift. These

sources have been shown to have a roughly constant density across survey

areas as large as ∼ 1 deg2 (Xue et al. 2011; Elvis et al. 2009).
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Figure 6. The comoving number density of X-ray AGN more luminous

than 3 × 1043 erg s−1 within 2r500 for our cluster sample, as a function of

cluster mass M500. These number densities were determined by statistically

subtracting the expected number of field sources in each cluster aperture

using the field AGN density as determined by COSMOS from the number

of sources we detect; hence negative AGN densities are possible. While

only a few of the clusters have excesses that are individually larger than

zero with high statistical significance, there is nevertheless evidence that

lower mass clusters host larger AGN densities within 2r500 as compared to

more massive clusters.

number density of X-ray AGN in the field at the cluster redshift

(known as the X-ray Luminosity Function or XLF) with a power-

law spatial dependence:

Nobs(> f , r, z) = N × DA(z)2 × r500 × Φ(> Lcut, z) ×
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r500
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+C (3)

where Φ(> Lcut, z) is the expected co-moving number density (in

units of Mpc−3) of X-ray AGN at that redshift in the luminos-

ity range of Lcut < L < 1046 erg s−1 as determined by the XLF

model of Ueda et al. (2014). The lower limit of the luminosity

function Lcut is the intrinsic luminosity of an AGN at the cluster

redshift corresponding to the survey flux cut-off f in the survey

of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 . This flux cut-off corresponds to a luminosity

range of ∼ 1042−43 erg s−1 for the cluster member AGN. We assume

that the cluster AGN contribution arises within a cylinder, centered

on the cluster, whose line-of-sight depth scales with r500. DA(z) is

the angular diameter distance specific to each cluster. The param-

eter N includes the necessary unit conversions and describes the

factor by which the number density of AGN in clusters exceeds the

field value specified by the XLF (hereafter the scaling factor). C is

the (constant) density of field AGN at our flux limit f . We allow

the scaling factor to vary as a power law in mass and redshift

N → N0(1 + z)η
!

M500

1015 M⊙
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(4)

and also allow the radial distribution to depend linearly on the clus-

ter mass and redshift as

β→ β0 + βz(1 + z) + βm
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M500
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"
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able to statistically examine the relative evolution of cluster AGN compared with the field AGN
population. This differential measurement sidesteps the need for expensive optical follow-up and
significantly increases our AGN statistics, allowing us to use essentially every Chandra observation
of a cluster for which a reliable cluster mass estimate and redshift are available.

In detail, we model the number density of X-ray AGN observed, N
obs

, as the sum of the cluster
and field populations for each observation. The field AGN population, N

field

, will be constant,
above a given flux from observation to observation, subject to cosmic variance. The cluster pop-
ulation, N

clus

, is allowed to vary in both amplitude, A, and radial distribution, r� , from the field
luminosity function, at the appropriate redshift and luminosity limit, �(> L, z) (Equ. 1, 2).

N
obs

= N
clus

+N
field

, (1)

where N
obs

(> f, r, z) / A⇥ �(> L, z)⇥ (
r

r
500

)� +N
field

(2)

where A ! A
0

f(M
500

, z), � ! �
0

g(M
500

, z) (3)

We additionally allow both the amplitude, A, and power-law index, �, of the cluster component
to vary with the cluster mass, M , and cluster redshift, z (Ehlert et al. 2015, Equ. 3).

A ! A
0

(1 + z)⌘(
M

500

1015M�
)⇣ , � ! �

0

+ (1 + z)�z +
M

500

1015M�
�M , (4)

where ⌘, ⇣, �z and �M are the indices that determine the redshift, mass and radial dependencies.
We simultaneously fit our model to the observed X-ray AGN number density in all cluster fields.

There are four additional ingredients critical to this process; first, we must have precise centers
for the clusters which are trivially obtained from the Chandra images. Second, we require accurate
and precise galaxy cluster mass calibration and thereby radial scaling measurements (M

500

and
r
500

). Third, we must have a model for the AGN field luminosity function as a function of redshift
(�(> L, z)). Fourth, we must understand our observational AGN selection function.

Accurate and precise mass calibration for all the galaxy clusters is crucial as it enables us to
model the ensemble of cluster fields simultaneously, leveraging the observed self-similarity1 of
massive clusters (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010; 2015; Allen et al. 2011) to place all
clusters on a consistent radial scaling. This scaling is derived from state-of-the-art X-ray mass
proxy and weak-lensing mass measurements of the clusters.

The default luminosity function model chosen to describe the field population in our cluster
fields is the luminosity density dependent evolution (LDDE) function of Ueda et al. (2014). This
model assumes no luminosity evolution; however, the space density of X-ray AGN evolves differ-
ently for different luminosities. This model has been found to fit well the X-ray AGN luminosity
function in deep X-ray surveys. The area probed by our survey (which extends to >5r

500

; Ehlert
et al. 2015; Fig. 3 left) additionally allows us to test whether this field luminosity function model
provides a good description of the data.

Finally, each cluster field has a different X-ray exposure time and redshift. It is vital to model
the number density of the AGN in each cluster field, fully accounting for the variations in the

1Power-law relations between galaxy cluster properties such as temperature and mass (T / M2/3
� ) are predicted

from virial arguments (Kaiser 1986) and confirmed by hydro-simulations and observations (Allen et al. 2011).
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Multi-Spectral Analysis
Towards a more complete census of cluster AGN and host galaxy 

properties
1. Differences in accretion modes: Radio/IR and Optically selected AGN 

number densities as a function of host cluster properties.  Radio AGN 
work led by A. King, IR studies in collaboration with SPT.

2. Spectroscopic redshift classification - greatly lowers AGN ‘background’ 
and enables measurement of AGN fractions as a function of host 
galaxy stellar mass. VIMOS survey of 10 clusters led by E. Noordeh.

3. Can also use spec-z to train photo-z for large sample. In 
collaboration with G. Yang and N. Brandt.
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Figure 2: Composite AGN and star
formation SEDs overlaid with mid-IR
WISE W1, W2, W3 and GALEX FUV
and NUV wavebands. The SEDs are
formed using the QSO1 and M82 tem-
plates in the SWIRE library (Polletta et
al. 2007). Red indicates no AGN con-
tribution (M82 template only) in the 1-
10 µm waveband, and violet indicates
a 100% contribution (QSO1 template
only) in this band from the AGN. The
top panel shows an unobscured AGN
(zero extinction) while the bottom panel
includes an extinction of AV = 2 to
the AGN SED. The extinction law of
Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989) is
used. Luminous unobscured and ob-
scured AGN have very different UV
properties; however, they both exhibit
a red mid-IR powerlaw spectrum. This
leads to an excess of flux compared with
that of star forming systems. The combi-
nation of the UV and mid-IR is therefore
a powerful discriminator of both star
formation and AGN obscuration (figure
adapted from Donley et al. 2012).

and the amount of obscuring material surrounding the AGN. Each of these factors contributes
differently to the signal observed in a given waveband.

The mid-infrared (mid-IR) and ultraviolet (UV) colors of AGN offer a powerful way to deter-
mine the amount of obscuration and star formation in an AGN population (Fig. 2; e.g. Donley
et al. 2007; Wright et al. 2010; Assef et al. 2013). Power-law emission originating from the
AGN accretion disk extends into the IR, increasing the mid-IR luminosities of AGN host galaxies
(Netzer et al. 2007) and leading to a mid-IR excess with respect to star-forming galaxies. Dust
obscuration alters both the UV and mid-IR properties of the AGN host spectral energy distribution
(SED) by absorbing the UV radiation and re-emitting it in the IR. Both obscured and unobscured
AGN can therefore in principle be separated in mid-IR color space from non-active galaxies. How-
ever, mid-IR colour selection suffers when the host galaxy contamination becomes large, making
these surveys incomplete for fainter AGN, and for bright star-forming hosts.

X-ray surveys are much less sensitive to such obscuration biases. X-ray measurements in the
0.5-8.0 keV band are able to penetrate absorbing columns of NH = 1021�1024.5 cm�2, only being
‘blind’ to the small fraction of Compton thick AGN with NH > 1025 cm�2. When combined with
the high angular resolution and good sensitivity of the Chandra X-ray observatory, this allows us
to straightforwardly identify almost all AGN, down to a bolometric luminosity of ⇠ 1043 ergs s�1,
and out to high redshifts. With Chandra X-ray observations we are therefore able to directly
observe a significant fraction of the total accretion power in the Universe (Brandt & Alexander
2015). Nearby galaxy studies show that the contaminating X-ray contribution from stellar sources
in galaxies rarely exceeds 1041 ergs s�1 (even for massive star-bursts; Kim & Fabbiano 2015).
There is therefore little contamination from the host galaxy to the X-ray AGN detection, making
X-rays the clear AGN survey waveband of choice.
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Multi-Spectral Analysis

Pure SF

Pure AGN

1. Are the obscuration properties of AGN 
in cluster fields different from field 
galaxies? 

2. How do the number densities of 
obscured and unobscured AGN in 
clusters vary with the mass, radial 
position and redshift of clusters?

3. Are AGN in clusters more or less likely 
to reside in star-forming hosts.  

4. How does the number density of star-
forming AGN vary with the cluster 
radius and redshift? 

Towards a more complete census of cluster AGN and host galaxy 
properties
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Virgo

CATS Selection

X-ray: 550 clusters 
(27 Ms Chandra Data)

Radio: 183 clusters 
(FIRST survey)
Ashley’s talk

IR and UV: WISE 550 
clusters; Spitzer 320 
clusters; Galex 550

Spectroscopy: 7 
z=0.4, 12 z=0.8, 1 z=2 

clusters
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Figure 6: The apparent AB magnitude limits of the WISE and GALEX survey plotted as a function of cluster
redshift. QSO1 (black lines) and QSO2 (red lines) template spectra from the SWIRE library (Polletta et al. 2007)
have been normalised to the rest-frame K-band magnitude of a 2L⇤ galaxy, redshifted and convolved with the
filter functions of WISE and GALEX (using the PWKIT.SYNPHOT package4) to predict the photometry. Left:
The predicted photometry for WISE filters W1–W3. The magnitude limits of the WISE filters are labelled with
horizontal lines. We shall be able to identify galaxies brighter than 2L⇤ in all our cluster fields. Many high
redshift cluster fields have also been targeted with Spitzer IRAC and MIPS which will supplement our WISE
data. Right: The predicted photometry for GALEX NUV filters. The magnitude limits of the all-sky- (AIS),
medium- (MIS) and deep-imaging surveys (DIS) are indicated with horizontal lines. While obscured AGN are
faint in the UV due to dust absorption, unobscured AGN will be detectable in all our cluster fields.

W3 in the left hand panel3, and the GALEX all-imaging survey (AIS), medium-imaging survey
(MIS) and deep-imaging survey (DIS) in the right hand panels. These surveys provide data of
sufficient depth to probe AGN and AGN host properties, down to 2⇥L⇤ galaxies, across our entire
redshift range and to L⇤ in the W1 and W2 WISE bands. Many of the higher redshift clusters
additionally have Spitzer IRAC and MIPS (24µm) data (see Table 1). The longer wavelength data
is highly desirable for high-z clusters as the most discriminating spectral features will be redshifted
into these bands (Fig. 2).

We expect the joint analyses of the IR, UV and X-ray data to require a substantial investment
of time for a graduate student and we request the remaining 3 years of funding for these major
science goals. The components of the analysis are laid out in detail below.

Matching AGN and host galaxies: The first step is to robustly match the X-ray AGN detected in
our Chandra images to IR and UV sources. The small PSF of Chandra (0.5 arcseconds) greatly
reduces the probability of mis-matching sources compared with other X-ray telescopes. However,
it is important to take into account off-axis PSF broadening. Our X-ray sources will not be included
if they fall farther than 10’ from the Chandra aim point. Inside this range the Chandra PSF
can be localized within an arcsecond5, and will be well matched to the IR and UV data. We
note that this condition excludes only a small fraction of the Chandra field-of-view. We have the
benefit of excellent multi-wavelength coverage of our sources and will also develop a framework
for optimizing matched sources based on their SEDs, utilizing also near-IR 2MASS data.

3WISE band W4 is not deep enough to provide coverage of the full redshift range of our sample. Increased
sensitivity in W1 and W2 is provided by the ALLWISE survey (http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/wise.html).

4Credit: Peter Williams and collaborators (https://github.com/pkgw/pwkit).
5http://cxc.harvard.edu/proposer/POG/html/index.html
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Table 1: A summary of the Chandra (X-ray), WISE (IR), GALEX (UV) and Spitzer (IR) data sets that will be
analyzed. Robust mass proxy measurements are available for all 435 galaxy clusters (derived from their Chandra

X-ray observations combined with weak-lensing results, obtained by our team); these provide both the overall
mass of the clusters and their radial scaling, key ingredients allowing us to exploit the self-similarity of the
massive clusters statistically to model the relative evolution of the cluster AGN with respect to the field. Our
study, utilizes the excellent spatial resolution and sensitivity of Chandra for the initial AGN identification. The
UV and IR data provided by GALEX, WISE and Spitzer shall be used to identify the obscuration and star-forming
properties of the AGN hosts.

Chandra GALEX WISE Spitzer Total
AIS MIS DIS W1-W4 IRAC MIPS 24µm MIPS 70µm

Cluster fields 435 312 70 13 435 275 179 90 435

conditions necessary for the triggering of AGN. The largest limiting factor for studies of AGN in
clusters is their identification within the cluster environment. This is typically achieved through ex-
pensive spectroscopic follow-up, and thus the sample sizes of most published cluster AGN studies
to date are small (< 30 clusters; < 100 AGN). The next generation of spectroscopic surveys will
enable greater AGN statistics out to high redshift; however, even then, a complete spectroscopic
follow-up of the X-ray AGN within cluster fields will require enormous dedicated follow-up time
to mitigate the sampling of the automated surveys.

By taking advantage of the self-similarity of massive galaxy clusters, and employing tech-
niques from cosmological modeling, we have identified an alternative route to make significant
advances without the need for such expensive spectroscopic follow-up. In Ehlert et al. (2015)
we demonstrated the potential of this method with a fraction of the then-archival Chandra data;
putting the tightest constraints on the variation of AGN in clusters with cluster mass to date.
In the following sections we propose to fully exploit the statistical constraining power of the
Chandra+WISE+GALEX+Spitzer archives for AGN studies, accounting fully for the selection
function appropriate for each individual cluster field observation.

In detail, we propose to analyse the combined Chandra, GALEX, WISE and Spitzer data for
435 galaxy cluster fields (Table 1; Fig. 4)2. In every case, our team has already determined
robust mass proxy measurements and centers for the clusters (Mantz et al. 2015), and therefore
the necessary radial scaling for the statistical modeling described above. All of the clusters have
rigorous spectroscopic redshifts. The proposed sample spans a redshift range of 0 < z < 1.25
and covers a footprint of ⇠54 deg2. We expect to extract over 49,000 X-ray point sources, 2,000
of which will be within the clusters, making this one of the largest X-ray point source catalogs, of
any type, constructed to date. The resulting catalog will be made available to the community upon
publication.

2.1 Hierarchical assembly and the growth of black holes
Our proposed study would expand by a factor of 3 the number of cluster fields studied at X-ray
wavelengths by Ehlert et al. (2015), and by a factor ⇠15 compared to the largest other work. Our
new sample would significantly expand the redshift lever arm of the measurements, improving our
ability to constrain the redshift evolution of the cluster AGN population relative to the field. We
will, for the first time, be able to carry out quantitative comparisons between the redshift evolution

2Our clusters are selected from flux-limited X-ray and SZ surveys with well defined selection functions, used for
state-of-the-art cosmological analysis (e.g. Mantz et al. 2015).
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2L* galaxy redshifted and convolved with filter functions

1. Are the obscuration properties of AGN in cluster fields different from field galaxies? 
2. How do the number densities of obscured and unobscured AGN in clusters vary with the mass, 

radial position and redshift of clusters? 
3. Are AGN in clusters more or less likely to reside in star-forming hosts, and how does the 

number density of star-forming AGN vary with the cluster radius and redshift? 
Einstein Symposium 
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X-ray detection - blessing and curse

Chandra PSF
v’s radius

1e-5

AGN ONLY

Figure 4: Left: Completeness Middle: Purity Right: O↵set
Top 1e-14 flux (about 7.5 counts on average) no cluster (on right the extra blue points are the
o↵sets from AE) If we go to 8 arcmins we’ll get almost always under 2 arcsecond o↵sets
middle 7e-15 no cluster
bottom AGN and cluster - cluster flux about 2e-12 and AGN just over 1e-14 (about 8 counts -
small count limit so doesn’t really matter)
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X-ray detection - blessing and curse
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Completeness and purity of the AGN sample 
Need to both efficiently and cleanly find point sources in cluster fields. 
Must understand any dependence on cluster properties.
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CL1 CL3

CL4 CL5 CL6

CL2

Figure 2: Top: Gallery of the six model clusters shown in Table. 2. Bottom: X-spec spectra
extracted from the di↵use emission in model CL1 is shown in the left, bottom panel and the point
source emission in the right, bottom panel. All clusters and spectra shown with unrealistic exposure
time to highlight spatial and spectral features.
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